HYDAPIPE®
Surface Mounted Shower System

- 1-901S: Through wall piping configuration with soap dish
- 1-901: Through wall piping configuration less soap dish

Pressure Balancing mixing valve with screw driver service stops and adjustable stop screw to limit handle turn. Fre-Flo, all brass, vandal resistant head with ball joint on institutional type head bracket. Attached soap dish and sloped metal top cap. Stainless steel covering to be 18 gauge with #4 brush finish.

Modifications:

Valve:
- Suffix 21: Single supply, manual shut off, 4 arm handle
- Suffix 22: Single supply, manual shut off, lever handle
- Suffix 60: Single supply, metering shut off
- Suffix 56: Pressure Balance and metering combination

Shower head:
- Suffix 270: Fre-Flo, all brass, ball joint, adjustable spray with volume control
- Suffix 231: Super, ball joint, adjustable spray head
- Suffix 221: Super, ball joint, adjustable spray head with volume control
- Suffix 285: Fre-Flo, all brass, fixed spray (no ball joint)
- Suffix DSH: Additional shower head in place of hand shower unit
- Suffix OWBJ: One way ball joint

Soap dish:
- Suffix RS: Recessed soap dish
- Suffix C: Cake soap dish affixed to unit
- Suffix CWM: Wall mounted cake soap dish

Additional modifiers:
- Suffix 1.5: 1.5 gpm (5.7 L/min) flow restrictor
- Suffix 2.0: 2.0 gpm (7.6 L/min) flow restrictor
- Suffix FS: Hand spray, hose and two wall hooks for hand shower mounting
- Suffix FSB: Hand spray, hose and 30” slide bar for hand shower mounting
- Suffix HC1: Slat seat and two wall grab bar (right or left hand)
- Suffix HC3: Padded seat and two wall grab bar (right hand)
- Suffix HC4: Padded seat and two wall grab bar (left hand)
- Suffix QD: Quick-disconnect on hand spray units
- Suffix R: White vinyl hose in lieu of metal hose
- Suffix T24: 24” grab bar with ADA hand shower
- Suffix T36: 36” grab bar with ADA hand shower
- Suffix T724: 24” slide/grab bar with ADA hand shower
- Suffix T736: 36” slide/grab bar with ADA hand shower
- Suffix WD: Winter Drain includes relief valve on supply elbow for winter maintenance (for single supply systems only)

Compliance
- ASME A112.18.1/CSA B125.1
- ASME A112.18.1/CSA B125.3
- ASSE 1016

Job/Location

For ADA compliance (Americans with Disabilities Act) consult ADAAG or your state regulations for proper product choice and mounting locations.